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The Western Way of War
Infantry Battle in Classical Greece
Knopf The Greeks of the classical age invented not only the central idea of Western politics--that the power of state should be guided by a majority of its citizens--but also the
central act of Western warfare, the decisive infantry battle. Instead of ambush, skirmish, maneuver, or combat between individual heroes, the Greeks of the ﬁfth century b.c.
devised a ferocious, brief, and destructive head-on clash between armed men of all ages. In this bold, original study, Victor Davis Hanson shows how this brutal enterprise was
dedicated to the same outcome as consensual government--an unequivocal, instant resolution to dispute. The Western Way of War draws from an extraordinary range of sources-Greek poetry, drama, and vase painting, as well as historical records--to describe what actually took place on the battleﬁeld. It is the ﬁrst study to explore the actual mechanics of
classical Greek battle from the vantage point of the infantryman--the brutal spear-thrusting, the diﬃculty of ﬁghting in heavy bronze armor which made it hard to see, hear and
move, and the fear. Hanson also discusses the physical condition and age of the men, weaponry, wounds, and morale. This compelling account of what happened on the killing ﬁelds
of the ancient Greeks ultimately shows that their style of armament and battle was contrived to minimize time and life lost by making the battle experience as decisive and
appalling as possible. Linking this new style of ﬁghting to the rise of constitutional government, Hanson raises new issues and questions old assumptions about the history of war.

Managing the Risks of Extreme Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change
Adaptation
Special Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
Cambridge University Press This Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change Special Report (IPCC-SREX) explores the challenge of understanding and managing the risks of climate
extremes to advance climate change adaptation. Extreme weather and climate events, interacting with exposed and vulnerable human and natural systems, can lead to disasters.
Changes in the frequency and severity of the physical events aﬀect disaster risk, but so do the spatially diverse and temporally dynamic patterns of exposure and vulnerability.
Some types of extreme weather and climate events have increased in frequency or magnitude, but populations and assets at risk have also increased, with consequences for
disaster risk. Opportunities for managing risks of weather- and climate-related disasters exist or can be developed at any scale, local to international. Prepared following strict IPCC
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procedures, SREX is an invaluable assessment for anyone interested in climate extremes, environmental disasters and adaptation to climate change, including policymakers, the
private sector and academic researchers.

The Quest for Artiﬁcial Intelligence
Cambridge University Press Artiﬁcial intelligence (AI) is a ﬁeld within computer science that is attempting to build enhanced intelligence into computer systems. This book traces the
history of the subject, from the early dreams of eighteenth-century (and earlier) pioneers to the more successful work of today's AI engineers. AI is becoming more and more a part
of everyone's life. The technology is already embedded in face-recognizing cameras, speech-recognition software, Internet search engines, and health-care robots, among other
applications. The book's many diagrams and easy-to-understand descriptions of AI programs will help the casual reader gain an understanding of how these and other AI systems
actually work. Its thorough (but unobtrusive) end-of-chapter notes containing citations to important source materials will be of great use to AI scholars and researchers. This book
promises to be the deﬁnitive history of a ﬁeld that has captivated the imaginations of scientists, philosophers, and writers for centuries.

World History and National Identity in China
The Twentieth Century
Cambridge University Press Nationalism is pervasive in China today. Yet nationalism is not entrenched in China's intellectual tradition. Over the course of the twentieth century, the
combined forces of cultural, social, and political transformations nourished its development, but resistance to it has persisted. Xin Fan examines the ways in which historians
working on the world beyond China from within China have attempted to construct narratives that challenge nationalist readings of the Chinese past and the inﬂuence that these
historians have had on the formation of Chinese identity. He traces the ways in which generations of historians, from the late Qing through the Republican period, through the Mao
period to the relative moment of 'opening' in the 1980s, have attempted to break cross-cultural boundaries in writing an alternative to the national narrative.

Thucydides on Strategy
Grand Strategies in the Peloponnesian War and Their Relevance Today
Oxford University Press, USA Masterfully crafted and surprisingly modern, "History of the Peloponnesian War" has long been celebrated as an insightful, eloquent, and exhaustively
detailed work of classical Greek history. The text is also remarkable for its deep political and military dimensions, and scholars have begun to place the work alongside Sun Tzu's The
Art of War and Clausewitz's On War as one of the great treatises on strategy. The perfect companion to Thucydides' impressive History, this volume details the speciﬁc strategic
concepts at work within the History of the Peloponnesian War and demonstrates, through case studies of recent conﬂicts in Kosovo, Afghanistan, and Iraq, the continuing relevance
of Thucydidean thought to an analysis and planning of strategic operations. Some have even credited Thucydides with founding the discipline of international relations. Written by
two scholars with extensive experience in this and related ﬁelds, Thucydides on Strategy situates the classical historian solidly in the modern world of war.

The Second World Wars
How the First Global Conﬂict Was Fought and Won
Basic Books A deﬁnitive account of World War II by America's preeminent military historian. World War II was the most lethal conﬂict in human history. Never before had a war been
fought on so many diverse landscapes and in so many diﬀerent ways, from rocket attacks in London to jungle ﬁghting in Burma to armor strikes in Libya. The Second World Wars
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examines how combat unfolded in the air, at sea, and on land to show how distinct conﬂicts among disparate combatants coalesced into one interconnected global war. Drawing on
3,000 years of military history, bestselling author Victor Davis Hanson argues that despite its novel industrial barbarity, neither the war's origins nor its geography were unusual.
Nor was its ultimate outcome surprising. The Axis powers were well prepared to win limited border conﬂicts, but once they blundered into global war, they had no hope of victory.
An authoritative new history of astonishing breadth, The Second World Wars oﬀers a stunning reinterpretation of history's deadliest conﬂict.

Understanding Media
The Extensions of Man
Createspace Independent Publishing Platform When ﬁrst published, Marshall McLuhan's Understanding Media made history with its radical view of the eﬀects of electronic
communications upon man and life in the twentieth century.

The Company of Strangers
A Natural History of Economic Life
Princeton University Press Explores how humans' evolved ability of abstract reasoning has allowed such institutions as money, markets, cities and the banking system to provide a
foundation of social trust, in a revised edition that has a new chapter explaining how the rise and fall of social trust resulted in the ﬁnancial crisis. Original.

The Savior Generals
Bloomsbury Publishing USA Moving portraits of ﬁve commanders whose dynamic leadership styles changed the course of warfare and history trace the stories of Themistocles,
Belisarius, William Tecumseh Sherman, Matthew Ridgway and David Petraeus, evaluating their pivotal military roles and the controversies that marked their careers.

Quantum Photonics: Pioneering Advances and Emerging Applications
Springer This book brings together reviews by internationally renowed experts on quantum optics and photonics. It describes novel experiments at the limit of single photons, and
presents advances in this emerging research area. It also includes reprints and historical descriptions of some of the ﬁrst pioneering experiments at a single-photon level and
nonlinear optics, performed before the inception of lasers and modern light detectors, often with the human eye serving as a single-photon detector. The book comprises 19
chapters, 10 of which describe modern quantum photonics results, including single-photon sources, direct measurement of the photon's spatial wave function, nonlinear interactions
and non-classical light, nanophotonics for room-temperature single-photon sources, time-multiplexed methods for optical quantum information processing, the role of photon
statistics in visual perception, light-by-light coherent control using metamaterials, nonlinear nanoplasmonics, nonlinear polarization optics, and ultrafast nonlinear optics in the midinfrared.

Well-Being and Higher Education
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A Strategy for Change and the Realization of Education's Greater Purposes
Well-Being and Higher Education explores the multiple connections of well-being to higher education and why those connections matter—for the individual lives of students and
those who teach; for the institution; and for whether or not the unique promise of higher education to a democratic society can be advanced and realized. The publication's thirtyﬁve original essays and provocations—by some of the most highly respected voices within and beyond the academy—address the theoretical underpinnings and practical
expressions of these connections. Well-Being and Higher Education opens the discussion on learning's connection to well-being; responds to current challenges against the state of
higher education today; and brings to the forefront a conversation considering the greater purposes of higher education and the need to preserve and revive the institution's role to
look beyond itself to a greater good.

Energy, Society and Environment
Routledge Society's use of energy and technology is at heart of many of the most signiﬁcant environmental problems of recent years, including problems of health, global warming
and acid rain. Use of technology has been a major cause of environmental problems but new technology oﬀers many solutions. Energy, Society and Environment is an introduction to
energy and energy use, and the interactions between technology, society and the environment. The book is clearly structured to examine: * key environmental issues, and the
harmful impacts of energy use * new technological solutions to environmental problems * implementation of possible solutions * implications for society in developing a sustainable
approach to energy use. Social processes and strategic solutions to problems are located within a clear, technological context with topical case studies and informative diagrams
illustrating key issues. Energy, Society and Environment examines the potential and limits of technical solutions to environmental problems and suggests the social, economic and
political changes necessary to avoid serious environmental damage in the future.

Slaying the Giants in Your Life
Thomas Nelson Giants plague today's church and while they may not wield spears and shields, they are fearsome, causing far too many of God's children to stumble in their walks. In
Slaying the Giants in Your Life, Dr. David Jeremiah challenges us to stand valiantly against the giants that seek to terrorize today's believers. Dr. Jeremiah weaves gripping real-life
stories of contemporary giant slayers who came face-to-face with their own Goliaths: temptation, doubt, procrastination, and jealousy. In each, you will discover afresh the eternal
unwavering promise of God to overcome those giants.

Early History of Cosmic Ray Studies
Personal Reminiscences with Old Photographs
Springer Science & Business Media On the occasion of the International Conference on Cosmic Rays held in Kyoto in August 1979 ﬁve aged members of the cosmic ray fraternity, H.
Elliot, V. L. Ginzburg, B. Peters, Y. Sekido, and J. A. Simpson met together as a dinner party devoted to the enjoyment of Japanese cuisine and reminiscences of our younger days.
This pleasant occasion called to of our own age as well as some eminent seniors not present at the mind the many friends conference whose recollections would have further
enriched and enlivened our evening. By the time the dinner came to an end we had agreed that the compilation of a more extensive collection of personal reminiscences would be an
interesting and worthwhile undertaking. Accordingly, the next day we held an editorial meeting to draw up a list of potential authors and two of us, the present editors, started
work on the project. In putting the book together our intention has been to try to capture and record through these personal accounts something of the atmosphere, the excitement
and the frustrations of research in cosmic rays as experienced at ﬁrst hand by some of the practi tioners in the ﬁeld. It has never been our intention that it should comprise a
systematic history of the subject. Neither, unfortunately, can it be a fully representative collection since practical limits to the size of the volume alone would preclude that.
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COVID-19 and World Order
The Future of Conﬂict, Competition, and Cooperation
JHU Press Kissinger Center for Global Aﬀairs, Johns Hopkins University Press is pleased to donate funds to the Maryland Food Bank, in support of the university's food distribution
eﬀorts in East Baltimore during this period of food insecurity due to COVID-19 pandemic hardships.

Information Management and Machine Intelligence
Proceedings of ICIMMI 2019
Springer Nature This book features selected papers presented at the International Conference on Information Management and Machine Intelligence (ICIMMI 2019), held at the
Poornima Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India, on December 14–15, 2019. It covers a range of topics, including data analytics; AI; machine and deep
learning; information management, security, processing techniques and interpretation; applications of artiﬁcial intelligence in soft computing and pattern recognition; cloud-based
applications for machine learning; application of IoT in power distribution systems; as well as wireless sensor networks and adaptive wireless communication.

Dirty Little Secrets of the Record Business
Why So Much Music You Hear Sucks
Chicago Review Press For disgruntled music fans wondering why music played on the radio is not only worse now than in the past but also not nearly as revelatory as it once was,
this book presents a detailed discussion of how the record business fouled its own livelihood. This insightful dissection covers numerous aspects of the industry's failures and
shortcomings, including why stockholders play an important role, how radio went from an art to a science and what was lost in that change, how the record companies alienated
their core audience, why ﬁle sharing might not be the bogeyman that the record industry would have people think, technology's eﬀects on what and how music is heard, and dozens
of other reasons that add up to the record industry's current ﬁnancial and artistic woes. With eye-opening observations culled from extensive interviews, this expose oﬀers insights
into how this multi-billion-dollar industry is run and why it's losing so much money.

Thucydides and the Peloponnesian War
Routledge Understanding the history of Athens in the all important years of the second half of the ﬁfth century B.C. is largely dependent on the work of the historian Thucydides.
Previous scholarship has tended to view Thucydides' account as infallible. This book challenges that received wisdom, advancing original and controversial views of Thucydides'
account of the Peloponnesian War; his misrepresentation of Alcibiades and Demosthenes; his relationship with Pericles; and his views on the Athenian Empire. Cawkwell's
comprehensive analysis of Thucydides and his historical writings is persuasive, erudite and an immensely valuable addition to the scholarship and criticism of a rich and popular
period of Greek history.
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Phonetics, Theory and Application
McGraw-Hill College

The Landmark Thucydides
Simon and Schuster Chronicles two decades of war between Athens and Sparta.

Food Safety Culture
Creating a Behavior-Based Food Safety Management System
Springer Science & Business Media Food safety awareness is at an all time high, new and emerging threats to the food supply are being recognized, and consumers are eating more
and more meals prepared outside of the home. Accordingly, retail and foodservice establishments, as well as food producers at all levels of the food production chain, have a
growing responsibility to ensure that proper food safety and sanitation practices are followed, thereby, safeguarding the health of their guests and customers. Achieving food safety
success in this changing environment requires going beyond traditional training, testing, and inspectional approaches to managing risks. It requires a better understanding of
organizational culture and the human dimensions of food safety. To improve the food safety performance of a retail or foodservice establishment, an organization with thousands of
employees, or a local community, you must change the way people do things. You must change their behavior. In fact, simply put, food safety equals behavior. When viewed from
these lenses, one of the most common contributing causes of food borne disease is unsafe behavior (such as improper hand washing, cross-contamination, or undercooking food).
Thus, to improve food safety, we need to better integrate food science with behavioral science and use a systems-based approach to managing food safety risk. The importance of
organizational culture, human behavior, and systems thinking is well documented in the occupational safety and health ﬁelds. However, signiﬁcant contributions to the scientiﬁc
literature on these topics are noticeably absent in the ﬁeld of food safety.

Medical Care of Veterans
Proceedings of the Second International Conference on Information Management and
Machine Intelligence
ICIMMI 2020
Springer Nature This book features selected papers presented at Second International Conference on International Conference on Information Management & Machine Intelligence
(ICIMMI 2020) held at Poornima Institute of Engineering & Technology, Jaipur, Rajasthan, India during 24 – 25 July 2020. It covers a range of topics, including data analytics; AI;
machine and deep learning; information management, security, processing techniques and interpretation; applications of artiﬁcial intelligence in soft computing and pattern
recognition; cloud-based applications for machine learning; application of IoT in power distribution systems; as well as wireless sensor networks and adaptive wireless
communication.
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How to Achieve Inclusive Growth
Oxford University Press This is an open access title available under the terms of a CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 International licence. It is free to read at Oxford Scholarship Online and oﬀered
as a free PDF download from OUP and selected open access locations. Rising inequality and widespread poverty, social unrest and polarization, gender and ethnic disparities,
declining social mobility, economic fragility, unbalanced growth due to technology and globalization, and existential danger from climate change are urgent global concerns of our
day. These issues are intertwined. They therefore require a holistic framework to examine their interplay and bring the various strands together. Leading academic economists have
partnered with experts from several international institutions to explain the sources and scale of these challenges. They gather a wide array of empirical evidence and country
experiences to lay out practical policy solutions and to devise a comprehensive and uniﬁed plan of action for combatting these economic and social disparities. This authoritative
book is accessible to policy makers, students, and the general public interested in how to craft a brighter future by building a sustainable, green, and inclusive society in the years
ahead.

Gender
Sociological Perspectives
Routledge A landmark publication in the social sciences, Linda Lindsey’s Gender is the most comprehensive textbook to explore gender sociologically, as a critical and fundamental
dimension of a person’s identity, interactions, development, and role and status in society. Ranging in scope from the everyday lived experiences of individuals to the complex
patterns and structures of gender that are produced by institutions in our global society, the book reveals how understandings of gender vary across time and place and shift along
the intersecting lines of race, ethnicity, culture, sexuality, class and religion. Arriving at a time of enormous social change, the new, seventh edition extends its rigorous, theoretical
approach to reﬂect on recent events and issues with insights that challenge conventional thought about the gender binary and the stereotypes that result. Recent and emerging
topics that are investigated include the #MeToo and LGBTQ-rights movements, political misogyny in the Trump era, norms of masculinity, marriage and family formation, resurgent
feminist activism and praxis, the gendered workplace, and profound consequences of neoliberal globalization. Enriching its sociological approach with interdisciplinary insight from
feminist, biological, psychological, historical, and anthropological perspectives, the new edition of Gender provides a balanced and broad approach with readable, dynamic content
that furthers student understanding, both of the importance of gender and how it shapes individual trajectories and social processes in the U.S. and across the globe.

Media & Culture
An Introduction to Mass Communication
Bedford Books Rev. ed. of: Media and culture. 2nd ed. c2000. Includes bibliographical references (p. 575-582) and index.

Carlo Tresca
Portrait of a Rebel
ReadHowYouWant.com Arriving in America in 1904, Carlo Tresca began a nearly forty-year stretch as an active revolutionary. Nunzio Pernicone's deﬁnitive biography chronicles
Tresca's larger-than-life personality, his revolutionary apprenticeship in Sulmona, Italy, and his subsequent career as ﬁghter for liberty until his untimely death in 1943. The story of
his life - as newspaper editor, labor agitator, anarchist, anti-communist, street ﬁghter, and opponent of fascism - illuminates the lost world of Italian-American radicalism. Among
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friends and comrades Tresca counted revolutionary luminaries such as Elizabeth Gurley Flynn, Big Bill Haywood, Alexander Berkman, Emma Goldman, and countless sovversivi. From
his work on behalf of the IWW, to his editorship of numerous papers, including Il Proletario and Il Martello, and his assassination on the streets of New York City, Tresca's passion
left a permanent mark on the American map.

If the Universe Is Teeming with Aliens ... WHERE IS EVERYBODY?
Fifty Solutions to the Fermi Paradox and the Problem of Extraterrestrial Life
Springer Science & Business Media In a 1950 conversation at Los Alamos, four world-class scientists generally agreed, given the size of the Universe, that advanced extraterrestrial
civilizations must be present. But one of the four, Enrico Fermi, asked, "If these civilizations do exist, where is everybody?" Given the fact that there are perhaps 400 million stars in
our Galaxy alone, and perhaps 400 million galaxies in the Universe, it stands to reason that somewhere out there, in the 14 billion-year-old cosmos, there is or once was a civilization
at least as advanced as our own. Webb discusses in detail the 50 most cogent and intriguing solutions to Fermi's famous paradox.

The Teaching of Elementary Mathematics
John Cage and Peter Yates
Correspondence on Music Criticism and Aesthetics
Cambridge University Press The last - and largest - of Cage's most important formative exchanges of letters, discussing music criticism and questions of aesthetics.

The Southern Side; Or, Andersonville Prison
Kwame Nkrumah's Politico-Cultural Thought and Politics
An African-Centered Paradigm for the Second Phase of the African Revolution
Routledge This study critically synthesizes and analyses the relationship between Kwame Nkrumah's politico-cultural philosophy and policies as an African-centered paradigm for
the post-independence African revolution. It also argues for the relevance of his theories and politics in today's Africa.

Greek Literature in Translation
Who Killed Homer?
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The Demise of Classical Education and the Recovery of Greek Wisdom
Encounter Books With straightforward advice and informative readings of the great Greek texts, the authors show how we might still save classics and the Greeks for future
generations. Who Killed Homer? is must reading for anyone who agrees that knowledge of classics acquaints us with the beauty and perils of our own culture.

Solar Variability and Planetary Climates
Springer Science & Business Media This book provides an updated overview of the processes determining the inﬂuence of solar forcing on climate. It discusses in particular the most
recent developments regarding the role of aerosols in the climate system and the new insights that could be gained from the investigation of terrestrial climate analogues. The
book’s structure mirrors that of the ISSI workshop held in Bern in June 2005.

Carnage and Culture
Landmark Battles in the Rise to Western Power
Anchor Examining nine landmark battles from ancient to modern times--from Salamis, where outnumbered Greeks devastated the slave army of Xerxes, to Cortes’s conquest of
Mexico to the Tet oﬀensive--Victor Davis Hanson explains why the armies of the West have been the most lethal and eﬀective of any ﬁghting forces in the world. Looking beyond
popular explanations such as geography or superior technology, Hanson argues that it is in fact Western culture and values–the tradition of dissent, the value placed on
inventiveness and adaptation, the concept of citizenship–which have consistently produced superior arms and soldiers. Oﬀering riveting battle narratives and a balanced
perspective that avoids simple triumphalism, Carnage and Culture demonstrates how armies cannot be separated from the cultures that produce them and explains why an army
produced by a free culture will always have the advantage.

Media, Popular Culture, and the American Century
JOHN LIBBEY PUBLISHING Introduction: Mediated America: Americana as Hollywoodiana / Jan Olsson, Kingsley Bolton -- Italian marionettes meet cinematic modernity / Jan Olsson -"A red-blooded romance"; or Americanizing early multi-reel feature cinema: the case of The spoilers / Joel Frykholm -- Song of the sonic body: noise, the audience, and early
American moving picture culture / Meredith C. Ward -- Constructing the global vernacular: American English and the media / Kingsley Bolton -- You only live once: repetitions of
crime as desire in the ﬁlms of Sylvia Sidney, 1930-1937 / Esther Sonnet -- Punks! Topicality and the 1950s gangster bio-pic cycle / Peter Stanﬁeld -- Importing evil: the American
gangster, Swedish cinema, and anti-American propaganda / Ann-Kristin Wallengren -- Sun Yu and the early Americanization of Chinese cinema / Corrado Neri -- If America were really
China or how Christopher Columbus discovered Asia / Gregory Lee -- Civil rights on the screen / Michael Renov -- Goodbye rabbit ears: visualizing and mapping the U.S. Digital TV
transition / Lisa Parks -- Archival transitions: some digital propositions / Pelle Snickars -- Are Americans human? / Evelyn Ch'ien -- Afterword: Rethinking the American century /
William Uricchio.

Welcome to the Beatles
VT Publishing
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Solid-Phase Peptide Synthesis
Academic Press The critically acclaimed laboratory standard for more than forty years, Methods in Enzymology is one of the most highly respected publications in the ﬁeld of
biochemistry. Since 1955, each volumehas been eagerly awaited, frequently consulted, and praised by researchers and reviewers alike. More than 275 volumes have been published
(all of them still in print) and much of the material is relevant even today-truly an essential publication for researchers in all ﬁelds of life sciences. Key Features * Solid-phase
peptide synthesis * Applications of peptides for structural and biological studies * Characterization of synthetic peptides

Anatomy & Physiology
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